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GET ANALYTICS #2" byQ: My function seem to be not working I'm trying to write a program which will give the exact value of 1/0 (not in the real value, but in the primitive number) and my program does nothing when I type in 0. Also when I input pi or e, the program outputs NaN I tried using >>>from math import *
instead of >>>from math import factorial >>> but the result is the same. Can somebody tell me why? My code def x(x): if x == 0: return 1/0 else: return x * x print x(0) A: 1/0 is not a number. That is a SyntaxError. 0 doesn't compare with zero. So you are trying to divide a non-number by zero (which, in Python, is

an error), which is why it fails. Q: What is the origin of the term "web 2.0"? Web 2.0 is a buzzword, but people can't seem to agree on what it means. What is the origin of the term? Is it more of a marketing buzzword or does it have some actual technical meaning? A: From wiki: 2.0 is the zero-based digit that appears
in the middle of a series of Roman numeral numbers: XXXI (21), XXII (22), and so on. Its use appeared around 1980 with the publication of the IEEE Computer Society's new standard, ANSI/IEEE STD 776-1981, "The definition and use of the Roman Numerals for use in computer communications and associated

information services", which suggests to web developers that an upcoming version of the World Wide Web would be based upon the second version of the protocol. The use of the term "web 2.0" has expanded since its initial use to describe the Web protocols. I think, the original intention of using "web 2.0" is to
remind the readers that "2nd Generation" WWW or web. Q: VBA copy file to workbook then 648931e174
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